What is the role of learned societies as intermediaries in science policy? How can scientists come together as a community to provide trusted and authoritative evidence to policy makers?

In this talk, Alessandro Coatti will introduce the Royal Society of Biology science policy team, their remits and how they interface between the RSB membership and policymakers. Stakeholder engagement is a central component of the work. He will additionally describe how they foster interactions between scientists, policymakers and the public through specialized committee meetings, public and parliamentary events. Alessandro will also list ways in which scientists can help influence policy by joining a learned society to take part in and steer its activities.

Monday, 14 September 2020 at 17:00

The talk will take place online. Registered participants will receive the login information one day before the talk.

All are welcome to attend

Alessandro will be available also for a mentoring session

For information on the event and on registration contact us: ngc.mainz@gmail.com